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Project: MA'AN Development Center
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MA'AN Development Center is working towards sustainable human development in Palestine by
building the capacities of Palestinian NGOs, CBOs and grassroots organizations; improving the food
security situation of the poorest and most marginalized sectors of Palestinian society, and enhancing
community development. MA'AN will support Oxfam in day-to-day implementation of activities under
cash programming and food security element of the action and with full supervision of Oxfam. MA'AN
has been fully involved in the design ofthis operation, having participated in the assessment,
consultation with local communities, and selection of the activities. MA'AN will fully participate in the
selection of beneficiaries and will participate in decision-making. Oxfam and MA'AN will be responsible
for monitoring and evaluating the food security activities, and will also engage with local stakeholders.
MA'AN's added value to the program will include technical knowledge, quality and understanding of
partnership principles. MA'AN is committed to organizational learning and regularly makes
improvements based on lessons learned.

Actor: MAAN Development Center
MA#AN Development Center is an independent Palestinian development and training institution
established in January,1989, registeredby law as a non-profit organization. The main office is located in
Ramallah and the four branch offices are located in Gaza, Khan Younis, Tulkarem and Jenin,. MA#AN's
work is informed by the necessity of creating independent, self-reliant initiatives that leadto the
development of human resources for sustainable development, which incorporate values of selfsufficiency and self-empowerment.
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Country

Palestinian Territories

Start date

2017-04-01

End date

2017-12-31

Past expenditure

Oxfam GB

2017-07-01

54,178 EUR

Status

Active

Past expenditure

Oxfam GB

2017-09-01

54,178 EUR

Grant

1001338

Past expenditure

Oxfam GB

2017-11-01

27,089 EUR
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Achieved Outcome
1680 men living in poverty and injustice use their enhanced knowledge and skills to be better
prepared and reduce disaster risks
1680 women living in poverty and injustice use their enhanced knowledge and skills to be better
prepared and reduce disaster risks

Realised Output
4960

men directly supported by Oxfam Novib/partners to enhance their capabilities

4700

women directly supported by Oxfam Novib/partners to enhance their capabilities

